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Preface

This report was prepared by Boeing Phantom Works - Long Beach under Task Assignment 14 of

Contract NAS1-97040 with NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA. The NASA

technical monitor was Daniel L. Palumbo.

This report describes work performed during FY 2000-2001. Dr. Gopal P. Mathur was the

principal investigator. Gopal Mathur and Cliff Chin prepared this report. Dr. Cliff Chin

developed the 3-dimensional FE modeling and code of the poro-elastic foam coupled with

vibrating structures. Cliff Chin also developed the FE models of the double wall system with

foam for prediction of its TL. Joshua Lee developed the active control algorithms and

implemented them within the FE code. Gopal Mathur coordinated the smart foam tests with the

Virginia Tech team (Dr. Chris Fuller, Dr. Mike Kidner and Pierre Marcotte). The smart foam

tests were conducted at the Boeing Noise Engineering Laboratories in Seattle, Washington with

the support of Mr. Eric Hofbeck of the Noise Laboratories. Myles Simpson provided overall

technical guidance on the project.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The overall objective of the Interior Noise Reduction subelement of NASA's Advanced

Subsonic Technology program is to develop and validate weight-efficient technology to

minimize cabin and cockpit noise in commercial and general aviation aircraft. The goal of this

development and validation effort is to produce technology capable of yielding a 6 dB overall

interior noise reduction by the year 2001.

To help achieve this goal, two subtasks were conducted by the Boeing Company in 2000-

2001 under Task 14, "Structural Acoustic Prediction and Interior Noise Control Technology," of

Contract NAS1-97040. One of the subtask involved development of finite-element based

prediction models and validation of the models with test data, while the other subtask involved

development and laboratory testing of smart foam for noise control treatments.

The next section of this report describes the development of a finite-element code for

modeling and determining response of vibrating structures lined with poroelastic foam. The FE

model was used to predict the structural response and transmission loss of a double wall panel,

simulating a structure with a trim panel, and treated with passive foam. Comparison of these

predictions with the available data is used to validate the FE method.

Section 3 discusses the results of transmission loss tests with passive and combined

passive/active treatments applied to a 757-sidewall test section. These treatments employ various

designs using "smart foam" elements. Such elements combine acoustic foam for high frequency

passive noise reduction with embedded active piezoelectric elements for low frequency noise

control, and also include an additional distributed mass to provide tuning of the element to

reduce noise in a specific frequency range.

In section 4, a smart foam configuration and overall system design that could be installed on

NASA's 757 experimental aircraft for flight-testing is presented. This proposed design is based

upon the results of the 757-sidewall tests, combined with the results of earlier NASA-funded

work performed at Virginia Tech in which multiple de-coupled control elements were used

instead of a fully coupled system.



Section5 summarizesthe conclusionsof all the subtasks,andprovidesrecommendations

basedon theresults. Referencesarelistedin Section6.

The appendixcontaina descriptionof."(i) stiffnessandmassmatricesfor FE modelingof

poroelasticfoamandacousticmedia.



2. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF SMART FOAM SYSTEM FOR
PASSIVE/ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The smart foam noise control system is designed to reduce sound by a combination of the

passive absorbing component of the poroelastic foam and the active component of the voltage-

driven PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride) film [1]. In general, the passive foam works well in

middle to high frequencies while the active component provides cancellation for low frequencies.

In combining active and passive concepts, a hybrid noise control methodology is obtained which

allows the control of noise over a wide frequency bandwidth.

The purpose of developing this smart foam finite element model is to provide prediction

capabilities for varied configurations ranging from a single medium, such as structure, air space,

foam and PVDF film, to a system made of coupled multiple media, like the Distributed Active

Vibration Absorber (DAVA) system as mentioned in [2]. In order to achieve this, a three-

dimensional smart foam finite element model was developed to incorporate foam, acoustic,

structural, mass and PVDF elements together to meet the diverse numerical simulations.

The three-dimensional model is based on a previously developed two-dimensional smart

foam system. It has six additional types of elements in the three-dimensional (3-D) space (plate,

beam, in-plane structure membrane, acoustic, poroelastic, and peizoelectric elements), plus their

related coupling matrices for interfacing with the neighboring media. Except for the 3-D PVDF

element and its coupling with poroelastic element, all other elements in the smart foam model

have been validated against known data, as were their corresponding interface coupling matrices.

Those verification cases are detailed in Section 2.5. Although the development of a 3-D PVDF

element will be an ongoing task, the 2-D PVDF element was completely developed and

incorporated with the poroelastic element from a previous work. Also, the feed forward open-

loop control algorithm has been included to the 2-D smart system for implementing the active

control under the current task, and some results will be discussed in a later section.

2.2 FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATIONS

The typical three-dimensional smart foam system without the PVDF film is depicted in

Figure 2.1. The sound absorbing material, either fiberglass or acoustic foam, is inserted into an



air cavity which is enclosedby two elastic plates with arbitrary boundaryconditions.The

absorbingmaterialcould be bondedor unbondedto the plates. If it is unbondedto the plate,

therewill be a thin air gapbetweenplateandthe absorbinglayer as shownin Figure2.1. The

doubleplate systemis assumedmountedin a rigid baffle, andone plate is subjectto acoustic

excitationand anotheris radiatingsoundto the receiving room. Harmonicoscillation (ejw')is

assumedfor all excitationcasesin thisreport.

2.2.1 Finite Element Formulation for Poroelastic Foam

Porous materials can be described as either rigid framed or elastic framed materials.

Fiberglass and acoustical foams are considered elastically framed porous materials. All of these

materials are heterogeneous in that they are comprised of a solid phase and a fluid phase as

shown in Figure 2.2. The theory used here is similar to [3] as a macroscopic approach. The

basic assumption is that the pore size (d) is much smaller than the macroscopic elementary

volume of porous material (D1). Also, the wavelength (D2) of sound propagating within the

porous medium is much larger than the pore space and the macroscopic elementary volume.

In the following, a Lagrangian approach together with finite element discretization is used to

obtain the discretized equations of motion for a poroelastic medium. For a three-dimensional

poroelastic element, six degrees of freedom per node are used. Three displacement components

are for the solid phase and three others for the fluid phase.

2.2.1.a Poroelastic constitutive equations:

The constitutive equations of poroelastic material describe the stress-strain linear relation

which is based on Biot-Allard model [4, 5], given as

{o-} = [D ]{e,} + [Dz]{ez} (2.1)

and

{(yf } = [Df ] {ef } + [D f ] {e, } (2.2)

" " " 2 " 2 " 2 " )r f fef2 f2 f2 f)rwhere {e,}=(e= e_ ezz % e_ % and {ej}=(G_e_ % ey z e_z are the strain

vectors for the solid and fluid phase, respectively, and [Ds], [Df], and [Dsf] are the matrices of the



elastic coefficients related to the solid phase,the fluid phase, and their coupling strain,

respectively.Thesematricesarewrittenas

[D] =

-A + 2N A A

A A+2N A

A A A+2N

0

N

N

N

(2.3)

[D f ] = Q{m}{m} r (2.4)

[D f] = R{m}{m} r (2.5)

where A and N are Biot's coefficients corresponding to the Lame's coefficients in the theory of

elasticity, and A is expressed as

V
A _ 2N-- (2.6)

1 - 2v

Q is the Biot's coefficient for the elastic coupling between the solid and fluid phases. R is the

Biot's coefficient for the bulk modulus of the fluid phase. The strain-displacement relations for

the solid phase and the fluid phase are, respectively,

{e, } = [L] {u} (2.7)

{el} = [L] {U} (2.8)

where [L] is the spatial derivative operator as

[L] v =

0___ 0 0
Ox

0
0 -- 0

ay
0

0 0
Oz

a 0
Oy

0
Ox Oz

0
ay ax

(2.9)



where{u} is the solidphasedisplacementand{U} thefluid phasedisplacement.

2.2.1.b Energy density functions

The equation of motion of a poroelastic system can be obtained from the energy functions of

the system. These energy functions consist of the strain, kinetic, dissipation and work energy

done by the applied loads. These energy function are described as follows:

1. Strain energy

The strain energy density for a poroelastic medium is given as

+{Gj/{ej} ), (2.10)

From the previous material constitutive equations and strain-displacement relations, the strain

energy density term can be expanded into more meaningful expression as,

dU = 1 (([L] {U})T [D][L]{u} + 2([L] {U})T [D_y ][L]x {U} + ([L] {U})T [D ][L] {u}) (2.11)

The coupling between the strains of the frame and the fluid is represented by the middle term in

Eq. (2.11).

2. Kinetic energy

The kinetic energy for a poroelastic medium is given by [5]

1

drm'_(lOll{l_lIT{l_l} -}-2lOll{blIT{_ r} -}-1022{_rIT{_r}),
(2.12)

where u and U are solid and fluid phase displacements, respectively; Pll and /)22 are the

effective Biot's densities depending on the geometry of the poroelastic frame; /312 is related to

the tortuosity of the frame.



3. Dissipation energy

The dissipation energy is introduced through the dissipation function [3],

dD : lb(c0) ({u} - {0}) v ({u} - {0}), (2.13)

where b(c0) is a complex and frequency-dependent viscous damping coefficient, and is related to

the flow resistivity and tortuosity of the porous material. Also, the dissipation is proportional to

the relative motion between the solid phase and the fluid phase.

4. External work energy

The external work done by the surface force is given as

T

dW={u}r({f}-h{f,})+h{U} {f,}, (2.14)

where {fn} is the normal force vector. In Eq. (2.14) the first two terms and the last term are

related to the solid and fluid phase, respectively.

2.2.1.c Finite element discretization

The continuous poroelastic system can be mathematically discretized into algebraic form for

numerical computations. In order to do that, the interpolation functions are used to approximate

the macroscopic displacement fields {u} and {U} in terms of their nodal displacements, for

example, the e-th element mesh has the following form

m

{U} e = [Nu]e{u} e and {U} e = [Nu]e{u} e (2.15)

where [Nu] e and [Nu]eare the corresponding shape functions. The three-dimensional

hexahedral shape function is illustrated in Figure 2.3. For an eight-node hexahedral or brick

element, the Lagrange shape functions can be written as

Ni = 1( 1 + _i_) (1 + _i_) (1 + _i_) (2.16)



where (_i, r/i, _'i) represent the coordinates of node i (from 1 to 8) of the element in the

(4, 7/ , _" ) system. The generalized nodal displacements for the element are represented by the

vector

ITq:[ql,q2,'",q48 (2.17)

where each node has six degrees-of-freedom, three for solid phase and three others for fluid

phase displacements.

Substituting Eq. (2.15) into all energy terms in Eqs. (2.11)-(2.14), summing those energy

terms and integrating over the element, the discretized equations of motion for the poroelastic

medium are in the matrix form as,

k L[Mu] [Me] L[c,(_o)] [cH(_o)]J L[Ku(_o)] r<,,(_o)]j I{<,}J
(2.18)

where [M], [C] and [K] are the equivalent stiffness, damping, and mass matrices, and the

subscripts "ss", "ff' and "sf' denote solid phase, fluid phase and solid-fluid coupled phases inside

the foam, respectively. The detailed expression of each sub-matrix is given in Appendix 1. In

Eq. (2.18) the damping and stiffness matrices of the poroelastic medium are complex valued and

frequency-dependent. Therefore, the final finite element system matrix is big and its frequency-

dependent sub-matrices need to be calculated at each frequency. In general, the poroelastic

elements occupy a significant portion of the system's degrees-of-freedom, and they require more

lengthy computations when compared to other medium matrices.

2.2.2 Finite Element Formulation for Acoustical Medium

Consider a volume V enclosed by a surface S. Within the volume the pressure, p, must

satisfy the wave equation

0) 2

V2p + (-_-) p = 0, (2.19)



whereco is the angular frequency of vibration and c the speed of sound. On the acoustically hard

surface the normal velocity is zero, giving

OP/_on= 0, (2.20)

The solution of the governing equation (2.19) subject to the boundary condition (2.20) can

be written as an equivalent variational principle,

1_ (__7)p2 dv = 0,
C

(2.21)

In order to discretize the acoustic domain into classical finite element matrices, a three

dimensional hexahedral shape function similar to poroelastic element (Figure 2.3) is used, which

has only the pressure DOF per node. The pressure distribution is represented by a shape function

as

p = LN__ {p}_ (2.22)

where

{p}_ = [pl, p2, ..., ps] r (2.23)

is a column matrix of nodal pressure values for the i-th element.

The acoustical finite element formulation for the air cavity is based on Petyt's model [6].

The matrix equation for the acoustic enclosure is given as

paco 2 pac 2

where [K_ ] is the stiffness matrix of the acoustic medium, [M_ ] the acoustic mass matrix (those

are detailed in Appendix 2), P is the acoustic pressure, 90 the air density, c the sound speed in air

and the {R} the volume displacement of the air.



2.2.3 Finite Element Formulation of Elastic Plate

In deriving the energy functions for a thin plate, it is assumed that the direct stress in the

transverse direction is zero. Also, normals to the middle surface of the undeformed plate remain

straight and normal to the middle surface during deformation.

The kinetic and strain energy of the thin plate are given as [7],

re = L Ohw2dA (2.25)

ge=lf h3 {_}r [D]k]dA
2 JA12 v,J

(2.26)

where

k}=
3 2/_Oy 2

23 2W/_OXOX

(2.27)

6]=

E Ev 0
1-112 1 _112

El) E
0

1 _112 1 _112

0 0 G

(2.28)

The work done by external forces is

(2.29)

where s denotes the boundary of the element.

2.2.4 Finite Element Formulation of Piezoelectric Actuator

The active component of the smart foam system is the PVDF film that is embedded in the

acoustic foam, and the PVDF film is driven by an electrical voltage that causes the film to strain.

10



Thein-planestrainof thefilm is consideredalignedwith theelectricalfield andits strainenergy

densityis expressed[3] as,

1 1 ( 30)dr=7

where Y is the Young's modulus of the PVDF film, d3_ the piezoelectric strain constant, E the

applied electrical field--voltage/thickness of PVDF.

The kinetic energy density of the in-plane motion of the PVDF film is described by

1
dT = - mLit 2 (2.31)

2

where mL is the mass per unit length of the PVDF film and _i the axial velocity.

For numerical computation, the piezoelectric energy equation is discretized into matrix form via

shape functions, [N] e . The displacement field of the PVDF film, {u}, is in terms of the nodal

displacement {g}e for the e th element,

{u}e = [N,]e{_} e (2.32)

For a two-dimensional piezoelectric film element the shape function is written as,

and the three-dimensional shape function is

[Nu]e 1= _-L(1- 4)(1- rl), (1 + 4) (1 -rl), (1 +4)(1 + rl), (1-4)(1 + rl)J (2.34)

where _ and 1"1are finite element natural coordinates in x and y axes, respectively.

Substitutions of equations (2.33) and (2.34) into (2.30) and (2.31), the equation of motion

for a piezoelectric actuator element is therefore, given by

([K]-o) 2 [MI){u}= {F} (2.35)

11



where[K] and[M] are,respectively,

[K]=SeY [N,] [N,] dF (2.36)

[M] = -- r lr1jeJO[Nuj[NujTdF, (2.37)

The force vector is driven by a given voltage described as

{F}= Yd31ESr _---_[N]dF (2.38)

Since the PVDF film is embedded in the acoustic foam, the mass and stiffness matrices and

the forcing vector of the PVDF element will be added to the corresponding degrees of freedom of

the foam.

2.3 FINITE ELEMENT COUPLING CONDITIONS

The coupling conditions involved in the smart foam system are of the following types:

structural-acoustic, structural-poroelastic, poroelastic-acoustic, poroelastic-structural, and

structural-acoustic-poroelastic.

2.3.1 Structural-Acoustic Coupling

The motion of the flexible wall is induced by the external pressure loads, and the motion of

vibrating wall causes the acoustical medium inside the enclosed cavity to oscillate. This

acoustic-structure interaction can be described by the following classical continuity equations [8],

O'ijn j = -P(_ijnj (2.39)

OP 2
--=o0 PoW. (2.40)
On

where Wn is the normal displacement of the vibrating structure. The compatibility of the normal

force is ensured in (2.39) and the normal velocity ensured in (2.40) at nodal points at the

interface joining the structural and acoustical system.

12



2.3.2 StructuraI-Poroelastic Coupling

When the poroelastic system is attached to a plate, there is continuity between the

displacement field of the plate and that of the poroelastic material to be ensured at the nodal

points at their interface. The interface conditions to be satisfied at the interface are [8]

u=W, Un=u n (2.41)

where u, and U, represent the normal displacement of the solid and fluid phases, respectively.

The first equation ensures continuity of the solid displacements, while the second equation the

continuity of the normal component of the acoustical flow. In the problems where rigid

connections between the different media are required, we use the Lagrange multiplier method to

treat constraints. The Lagrange multiplier adds constraint equation to the system but requires

less matrix manipulations compared to the method of eliminating the dependent degrees of

freedom.

2.3.3 Poroelastic-Acoustic Coupling

When the poroelastic material is coupled to a neighboring acoustic system, compatibility of

the normal and shear forces and the continuity of the normal volume velocity should be ensured

at the interface joints. Two types of interface conditions are considered here [8]. The first set of

interface conditions model an open surface and the second set a sealed surface.

2.3.3.a Open surface interface conditions

At an open surface, there are four boundary conditions to be satisfied: two normal stress

conditions, one shear stress condition, and a normal volume velocity condition. Those conditions

are, respectively,

- hp = s (2.42)

- (1-h)p =o- x (2.43)

"rxy = 0 (2.44)

v_ = jc0(1 - h )u_ + joohU_ (2.45)

where h is the porosity of a foam.

13



2.3.3.b Sealed surface interface conditions

When the poroelastic material is bonded to a membrane, there are four boundary conditions

that must be satisfied: one normal velocity condition, two displacement conditions, and a force

condition. These conditions are

v x = jcoW (2.46)

ux =W (2.47)

U_ = W (2.48)

(+_)p(+_)qp = -(.o2m, W (2.49)

where W is the membrane transverse displacement, ms is the membrane mass per unit area and qp

is the normal force per unit area exerted on the membrane by the foam.

2.3.4 Actuator-Foam Coupling

In the case where the PVDF film is perfectly bonded to the structure, there are continuity of

displacements between the PVDF film and the foam.

u a=uj, va=vj (2.50)

where subscripts "a" and 'y' denote the actuator and foam, respectively.

2.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF ACTIVE CONTROL IN SMART FOAM

SYSTEMS

In order to devise an active noise control strategy using smart foam elements, the method of

complex least squares is applied. The acoustic pressure is induced by two factors: external

excitations and control excitations. In a mathematical expression,

{v}={re}+[Z]{V} (2.51)

where,
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{P} = The total acousticpressurestatevectorresulting from externalexcitationsand control

inputs.

{Pe} = The acoustic pressure state vector due to external excitations.

[Pv] = The acoustic pressure state matrix resulting from unit voltage input to the smart foams

{ V} = The unknown voltage input to the smart foams.

In order to compute the unknown voltage input that would minimize the total acoustic

pressure, the following steps are taken. First, the total acoustic pressure vector is set to zero.

Because the total pressure state vector is set to zero, the overall acoustic effect is global.

{Pe }+ [P_ ]{V}= {0} (2.52)

Second, [pv]H, the hermitian of [Pu], is multiplied to both the {Pe} and [Pu]. This makes the

resulting control-induced acoustic pressure matrix invertible. Finally, the unknown voltage is

solved. The final expression of the unknown voltage for the global acoustic control is

{gG }= -([ev ]H [ev ])-l [ev ]H {ee } (2.53)

This is an approximate minimization approach because the resulting {P} due to { VG} is not

null. When a set of multiple smart foams is used, { VG} can be used as a tool to identify the ones

that are more effective than the others.

The next step taken is a development of a local control strategy. Mathematically, a pressure

output vector is generated by multiplying Equation (2.51) with an output matrix [C].

{Po.tp., }= [C]{P} (2.54)

where {Po,tp,t} is an output acoustic pressure vector composed of pressures at pre-selected

locations of sensors. It is a subset of the acoustic pressure state vector, {P}. Therefore, the output

matrix [C] extracts the information at the sensor locations from {P}. By substituting Equation

(2.52) into Equation (2.54), the following expression of local minimization voltage is derived.

{VL }= -([Pv ]H [ c]T [ c] [Pv ])-1 [Pv ]H [c]T [c]{Pe } (2.55)
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2.5 THE COMPLETE COUPLED FINITE ELEMENT SYSTEM

The completely coupled system consists of structural, acoustic, and poroelastic elements and

their related coupling matrices where interface conditions are established. In this present study,

the 4-noded rectangular element is used for the plate element. This plate element has three

degrees of freedom at each node, namely, the normal displacement and two rotations. As for the

acoustic cavity, the 8-noded isoparametric hexahedron element with one pressure degree of

freedom is used. A similar hexahedron element for the poroelastic medium is used, but it has 6

degrees of freedom per node (three translations for the solid phase and three for the fluid phase).

Combining each individual element and their corresponding coupling matrices, the coupled

system is established. For example, in the case of a plate/air/porous/plate configuration, the

coupled system is given as

[platel] _vll/airl] [0] [0] r l-

[pll/airl] r [airl] [fol/airl] r [0] a

[0] [fol/airl] r [foam] [fol/pll] r [g|

[0] [0] [fol/ pll] [platel] L,I
[lagrange constraint matrix ""] [0]

_Dpl "G1 ]

D F_J

Dy .=, Fy

Dp2 _2

(2.56)

where [platel] and [plate2] are plate system matrices, [foam] the poroelastic matrix, [pll/airl]

the coupling matrix for plate 1 and air cavity 1, same matrix notations applied to [fol/airl] and

[fol/pll]. The Lagrange constraint matrix is utilized for rigid connections between foam and

plate. Due to the frequency-dependent nature of poroelastic material, the foam system matrix

needs to be updated for each frequency, which is the most time consuming portion in the whole

computation process and it happens only to the poroelastic element.

2.5.1 Sound Transmission Loss

The sound transmission loss is evaluated as

TL= lOlog( Ii )

[I,)
(2.57)
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where I i 2= Prm, /(4pac) is the normal intensity incident on the panel, P/m, is the space-average,

mean square sound pressure in the reverberation room, and It is the transmitted normal intensity

averaged over the surface of the test panel.

2.6 NUMERICAL VALIDATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

The finite element model described in the previous sections was coded in Matlab script

language and executed under the Matlab environment. The sound transmission loss program

based on Rayleigh integral and mesh generator programs were written in C language. Matlab was

chosen to develop the program because of its rich math library and pre-coded control algorithms.

However, Matlab codes are written in script language which may not be executed as fast as

compiled machine codes, such as programs writtrn in FORTRAN, C and C++.

In the following, the program is used to make predictions for foam medium, foam-air

coupled system, and double-panel cases with bonded-bonded foam configurations. The results

are compared with results in the existing literature as a means of validating the finite element

model.

2.6.1 Surface Impedance of Poroelastic Material

The prediction of surface impedance of poroelastic material is used to validate the

poroelastic finite element model. The prediction is compared with an exact analytical calculation

in [ 10]. The configuration of poroelastic layer is depicted in Figure 2.4a, the material properties

are described in Table 2.1. The glass wool layer is bonded to a rigid impervious wall, and a

normal incidence plane wave of unit amplitude excites the absorbing material. Since the layer is

assumed laterally infinite, only the axial displacement is considered and the lateral displacement

is set to zero. The poroelastic layer is modeled with ten 8-noded hexahedral elements in Figure

2.4b. The finite element prediction provides excellent results when compared with the exact

solution, shown in Figure 2.5, and proves the validity of the developed poroelastic element.

2.6.2 Absorption Coefficient of Poroelastic Material

In order to validate the accuracy of the coupled poroelastic/acoustic finite element model, a

three-dimensional waveguide containing foam and air elements is used, shown in Figure 2.6a.
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Thematerialpropertiesof the foamarelistedin Table2.2. Thepredictedabsorptioncoefficient

of thefoamis comparedwith theresult from [7]. In this case,aplaneacousticwaveis traveling

towardthe foam,andthe surfacevelocity on the foamsurfacecanbecalculatedfrom the finite

elementmodel. Oncethe surfacevelocity of thefoamis predicted,the sameapproachdescribed

earlier canbe usedto computethe surfaceimpedanceZn. The absorption coefficient is then

obtained through the following equation

2

a = 1 - Zn - pac (2.58)
-_ + pac

In this validation, the finite element prediction is compared with a previously validated 2-D

model, as shown in Figure 2.6b. The previous 2-D finite element has been validated against the

analytical solution in [8]. An excellent agreement between both is obtained, and it validates the

developed coupling matrix between poroelastic and acoustic media.

2.6.3 Sound Transmission through a Double-Panel System

In this section, the validation of the panel vibration and sound radiation is presented. Air is

the only medium inside the double-panel cavity. The finite element model for this air-filled

double-panel is depicted in Figure 2.7a. The normal incidence transmission loss through a

double-panel is used to validate the plate, acoustic elements and their structure-acoustic coupling

matrix all together. The sound transmission loss is based on the Rayleigh's integral method

which needs the finite element solution of surface velocities of plate 2. Comparison between the

finite element prediction and the published data from [9] is shown in Figure 2.7b, and the good

agreement validates the structure-acoustic finite element model.

2.6.4 Double-Wall Panel with Bonded-bonded Foam

A double-panel system with bonded-bonded foam configuration is presented to study the

coupling between panels and the foam. The foam is assumed perfectly attached to the flexible

panels. Material properties and dimensions are listed in Table 2.3. The finite element model for

this design configuration is shown in Figure 2.8a. A uniform acoustic pressure is applied to plate

1 as the only external force to the system. Plate 2 vibrates and radiates sound caused by the

coupling of foam and plate 1. The finite element prediction is close to the published data [9],
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anddifferencesarelessthan5 dB, seeFigure2.8b. This agreementwould likely be improved

with a higher meshdensity model. When this finite elementmodel is comparedwith the

previousair filled modelthepreviousonehasmuchhighermeshdensitythanthe currentmodel.

Obviously, the foam model needsa higher densitythan the acoustic systembecauseof its

complex physical mechanismand its 6-DOF node containingboth solid and fluid phases.

However, a higher mesh density for this foam model results in a substantialincreasein

computationtime, sothere is a tradebetweenaccuracyand speedwhich must be taken into

accountwhenonemakespredictionsfor FEmodelswith foamelements.

This examplecanbeextendedto modela DistributedVibrationAbsorber(DAV) system,if

oneof theplatesbondedto thefoamdoesnot haveanyconstraints.A DVA systemcanbe tuned

by varyingthe massdistribution or stiffnessdistribution of this plate in orderto minimize the

vibrationof the structureand thereforereducethe noise. Moreover,if anactivePVDF film is

embeddedin thefoam,aDistributedActive VibrationAbsorber(DAVA) is created.

2.6.5 Active Control in a 2-D Smart Foam System

A subsection in the main MATLAB file is created to implement the active control strategies

and a simple case is tested to determine their effectiveness. The tested finite element model is

shown in the Figure 2.9. It consists of 3 smart foam elements placed in the bottom of an air duct.

The external excitation is a line volume velocity source of 0.002 m3/s and this represents a noise

source with 80dB SPL. Figure 2.10 shows the response of the duct without any control input at

80 Hz. Figure 2.11 shows the response of the duct after implementing the global control strategy

at 80 Hz. As the two figures indicate, the overall reduction ranges from about 10 to 40 dB.

In order to study the effectiveness of the local minimization strategy, a strip between the

smart foams and the noise source is chosen as a sensor location. Figure 2.12 shows the duct

response after applying { VL}. As the figure clearly indicates, the control strategy is highly

effective in reducing the noise within the chosen zone. And, unlike the global reduction strategy,

the local control effort is clearly more effective in terms of the level reduction within a selected

zone because of the fewer number of the pressure variables to minimize.

To observe the performance of the smart foam elements, the computed applied voltages are

plotted. Figure 2.13 shows the computed voltages for both the global and local control strategies
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in thefrequencyrangefrom 5Hzto 50Hz. As expected,thecontroleffort is significantlyhigher

in the low frequencyregionfor boththe strategies.Generally,the local controltakesmoreeffort

thanglobal controlthroughoutthefrequencyrange. Also, Foams1 and3 showidenticaltrends.

This indicatesthat the computedvoltagesactuatethe foamsin spatiallysymmetricmanners.In

termsof magnitude,the voltagefor the SmartFoam2 showshigher levels for both the control

strategies,thus playing a more critical role in reducing soundpressurethan its neighbors.

Consequently,a control strategycanbe devisedto take advantageof this factor,which would

reducethe overall control level. Finally, the local control strategyshowsa modal behavior

around280Hz. Thecauseis still underinvestigation.

2.7 CONCLUSIONS

In this section, the development of a three-dimensional finite element model for a coupled

PVDF-structure-acoustic-poroelastic smart foam system is described. Predictions can be made

using this smart finite element model for a variety of configurations ranging from systems with

single medium to systems made of elastic, acoustic, and poroelastic media. For a single medium

system, the program predicts surface impedances of the foam, cavity pressures and structural

responses, and for a multiple media coupled system the program can predict sound absorption

coefficients and sound transmission loss for a simple double-panel or that with different foam

lined configurations. A step-by-step approach was taken in building the smart foam finite

element model from individual medium elements to multiple coupled interface matrices along

with their corresponding validations.

Except for the foam lined case which may need refined meshes to improve accuracy, this

finite element model predicts results which agree very well with published data. Those

validations verify implementations of mathematical equations on which the finite element model

is based. In the future, the capability of the smart foam finite element model will be improved to

handle detailed models more efficiently without losing accuracy, by applying techniques such as

DOF reduction of foam elements where lateral DOF's can be mathematically ignored under

certain conditions.
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The finite elementmodelcanbeusedfor othercomplexboundaryconditions,geometries,

excitations,anddifferent liner designs. The smartfoammodel developmentwill be continued,

andthe three-dimensionalPVDF elementwill bedevelopedandintegratedin the presentfoam

system. Further,the designparametersof the smartfoam element,including the dimensions,

shapesandmaterialpropertiesof the foamandthe PVDF actuator,canbe determinedby using

thismodelto achievethenoisereductionin thefrequencyrangeof interest.
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Figure 2.1 Geometry of the coupled plate/air/foam/air/plate problem
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Figure 2.2 Macroscopic Modeling of Smart Foam
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Figure 2.4a. Geometry of the surface impedance problem
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Figure2.4b.Finiteelementmodelof thesurfaceimpedanceproblem

Table2.1.Physicalpropertiesanddimensionsof theglasswool material

Glass wool

Tortuosity 1.06

Solid mass density 130 kg/m 3

Flow resitivity 40000 Nm-4s

Porosity 0.94

Shear modulus 220(1 +0. lj) N/cm 2

Viscous characteristic dimension 56 um

Thermal characteristic dimension 110 um

Thickness 10 cm
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Figure 2.5 Comparison of the surface impedance between an analytical model

and the finite element model for the glass wool layer

Table 2.2. Physical properties and dimensions of the Poroelastic foam material

Poroelastic foam

Tortuosity 7.8

Solid mass density 30 kg/m 3

Flow resitivity 25000 Nm-4s

Porosity 0.90

Young' s modulus 8.0E5 N/cm e

Poission' s ratio 0.4

Loss factor 0.265

Thickness 40.5 cm
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Figure2.6a.Finiteelementmodelof thesoundabsorptioncoefficientproblem,

foamelementsarein darkarea,andothersareair elements
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Figure 2.6b. Comparison of the absorption coefficient between a previously

validated 2-D finite element model and the current 3-D model
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Figure 2.7a. Finite element model for the air-filled double wall system

Figure 2.7b. Comparison of the normal incidence sound transmission loss through an

air-filled double panel between the FE prediction,---, and results from [9], - - -
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Table2.3,Physicalpropertiesanddimensionsfor adouble-panelsystem

Plates

Width 0.35 m

Height 0.22 m

Thickness 0.001 m

Mass density 2814 kg/m/'3

Young' s modulus 71 Gpa

Acoustic pressure 1.0 N/m -2

Poisson' s ratio 0.33

Loss factor 0.01

Foam

Depth 0.0762 m

Flow resistivity 25000 Nm -4

Porosity 0.90

Tortuosity 7.8

Viscous characteristic dimension 93.2 um

Thermal characteristic dimension 93.2 um

Poisson' s ratio 0.4

Bulk modulus 800 kPa

Loss factor 0.265

Solid mass density 30 Kg/m 3
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Figure 2.8a. Finite element model for the double wall system with

bonded-bonded foam configuration

Figure 2.8b. Comparison of the normal incidence sound transmission loss through a double-panel

with bonded-bonded foam: FE prediction,--p-, and result from [9], ---
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Figure 2.10 The response of the air duct without control
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Figure 2.12 The response of the air duct with the local control at f=80 Hz
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3. SMART FOAM TESTS

The development and testing of an aircraft sidewall treatment using smart foam lining is

discussed in this section. In the first phase, laboratory experiments were conducted on a double

wall panel system to evaluate acoustic performance of several passive and active configurations

of smart foam actuators attached to the base panel. In the second series of tests, active control

using smart foam actuators was implemented on a 757-sidewall section configured with a trim

panel. A multi-input, multi-output (MIMO), filtered-X, feed-forward controller with realistic

reference sensors (e.g., accelerometers) was used to accomplish active control through the smart

foam elements by minimizing the error signal provided by an array of error microphones. The

active control through smart foam actuators significantly improved noise reduction of the

sidewall in the low to mid frequency range (200 - 800 Hz).

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the reduction of sound and/or

vibration by use of hybrid active-passive control techniques. Smart foam is a composite noise

control treatment that consists of a distributed piezoelectric actuator, known as polyvinylidene

fluoride (PVDF), embedded within a layer of partially reticulated polyurethane acoustic foam.

Passive acoustic foams offer a very reliable high frequency sound reduction method. Embedding

piezoelectric actuators in the foam enhances the noise reduction characteristics of the foam

through active control in the low frequency region. The resultant smart foam combines the

inherent mid- to high-frequency passive noise control capability of an acoustical foam treatment

with the low frequency noise control capabilities of an active control system. This active noise

control approach utilizes and integrates the passive sound proofing subsystem as part of the

active system to conserve weight and space.

Bolton et al [11], Fuller et al [1,12,13], have investigated the effectiveness of smart foam

actuators for reducing sound radiation from vibrating panels. In these previous investigations,

smart foam actuators were directly bonded to the vibrating structures and tested for different

excitation fields, such as acoustic and boundary layer noise. Mathur et al [14] examined the
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effectivenessof smart foam lined trim panels in improving transmissionloss of a fuselage

sidewall. In the presentwork, the emphasisis on the designandtestingof a configurationof

smartactuatorswhich canbe integratedinto thenoisereductiontreatmentpackageof afuselage

sidewall.

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

These tests were divided into two groups: (i) active control of broadband sound radiation

from a flat, stiffened panel and (ii) active control tests on the 757 fuselage sidewall. Both of these

configurations incorporated a trim panel, thereby creating a double wall system. In the first tests,

the main objectives were to: (1) investigate the effects of different reference sensors and select

the most effective reference sensor strategy, and (2) optimize controller configuration. The main

objective of the second tests was to incorporate the lessons learned from the first tests to

demonstrate significant active control of broadband noise transmission through a full-scale

fuselage.

In the first series of tests, a flat, stiffened panel was mounted in the test window of a

transmission loss suite consisting of two reverberation chambers at VPI&SU (Virginia

Polytechnic Institute & State University, Blacksburg VA). An illustration of the test setup is

shown in Figure 3.1. Four smart foam actuators were bonded to four sub-panels of the stiffened

panel, see Figure 3.2. A trim panel, attached to the frames of the stiffened panel, created the

double wall system and covered the smart foam actuators. The sound field in the source room

was monitored by 3 microphones placed at random locations. Four microphones were placed in

the double wall cavity. Eight far-field and 4 near-field microphones were used for control and

measurement in the receiving room. Twelve accelerometers, three on each of the four sub-panels

with smart foam actuators, provided realistic reference signals.

In the active control tests, the performance of smart foam was compared with and without

control. The effect of controller configuration on smart foam performance was also investigated.

Several other parameters, such as number and placement of smart foam actuators, reference
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signalandnumberof controlchannels,werestudiedduringthetests.Theinstrumentationlayout

for activesmartfoamtestsis shownin Figure3.3.

In thesecondseriesof tests,asidewallsectionof a757fuselagewasmountedin thetest

window (seeFigures3.4aand3.4b)of theInteriorNoiseTestFacility (INTF) locatedin the

BoeingANP (Aerodynamic,NoiseandPropulsion)EngineeringLaboratory complex in Seattle.

This sidewall section includes the sidewall, floor and cargo compartment and extends over four

frame bays. Within the INTF, a reverberation chamber, with a dimension of 35 x 29 x 23 feet,

houses the source speaker system. An anechoic chamber, with a dimension of 58 x 41 x 31 feet,

was used to measure the transmitted sound through the structure.

The receiving side of the fuselage panel with the trim removed is shown in Figure 3.5a. The

smart foam tests reported here were limited to an area encompassing three frames and six

longerons as shown. The other areas were treated with acoustic foam and lead vinyl blankets to

reduce the flanking of acoustic energy via this path. The corresponding trim panels were located

over these areas as well. For all the tests the overhead baggage containers were located in

position as shown. The arrangement of smart foam elements and DVAs, used to control the

sound transmission, is illustrated in Figure 3.5a. Four smart foam actuators numbered 1 through

4 were located above the window plane as shown. Four additional smart foam actuators

numbered 5 through 8 were also located along the floor line. Twelve DVAs with tuned

frequencies in the frequency range of 350 -450 Hz were located as shown in Figure 3.5a. A close

up photo of the smart foam element (#2) and DVA combination located above the window line is

shown in Figure 3.5b. Note that the smart foam elements do not completely cover the panel as

desired. This is due to limitations in the number of usable control channels for a fully coupled

controller. It is observed that the lack of continuous smart foam coverage is likely to reduce the

obtained performance.

A random, diffuse sound field of approximately 100 dB over a frequency range of 100 -

1000 Hz, with a peak at 450 Hz, was set up in the reverberation chamber. A shaker was attached

to the fuselage section (on the source side) in the window belt area for the case of structural

excitation. A microphone array containing 10 microphones was installed in the anechoic

chamber. Four additional monitoring microphones were placed in the anechoic chamber at
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differentheightsanddistancesfrom thetestpanel.Severalconfigurationsof smartfoam

actuatorson thesidewallweretested.

An acousticalgrade,partially reticulatedpolyurethaneopen cell foam, designedto give

maximumsoundabsorptionpergiventhickness,providedthepassiveelementof the smartfoam.

Sincepassivenoisereductionis only significantathigh frequencies,a PVDF film wasembedded

in the foam to implementthe activecontrol, which is most effective at low frequencies.The

activePVDF film forcesboth thefluid andsolid phasesof the acousticfoam.ThePVDF film is

intentionallycurvedto couplethepredominantlyin-planestrainassociatedwith thepiezoelectric

effectand the out-of-planemotion,which is the dominantmechanismof radiatingsoundaway

from the surfaceof thefoam.Much workhasbeendoneto investigatetheoptimal configuration

of a smartfoamactuator[3]. In this investigation,smartfoamactuatorswereconstructedwith the

PVDF film curvedinto a half cylinder form alongthe lengthof the actuatorandis embeddedin

two foamhalveswith asprayadhesive.

3.3 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

3.3.1 Flat, Stiffened Panel Tests

A 4x4x4 controller configuration with four input channels (e.g., error sensors), four output

channels to drive four actuators and four reference sensors (except for the ideal reference) was

used for active control tests. The bandwidth of active control was kept in the frequency range of

200 - 630 Hz. The ideal reference, taken from the wide-band noise generator, was initially used

in the active control experiments. Figure 3.6a shows a comparison of the sound field measured at

4 error microphones for control on and off conditions. With the ideal reference, significant

reduction in the noise radiated by the double panel was achieved at the 4 error sensor locations.

The noise reduction, mostly between 200 - 500 Hz, achieved at eight far field monitoring

microphones is shown in Figure 3.6b.

A practical reference sensor scheme, which involved four accelerometers mounted on the

stiffened panel, was used with the 4 x 4 x 4 controller configuration. In this setup, significant

noise reduction in the frequency range of 200 - 700 Hz was achieved at 4 far-field control
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microphonelocations,seeFigure3.7a.Thenoisereductionatall eightmonitoringmicrophones,

however,wasconfinedto someof thepeakpressures(Figure3.7b).

In thenext setup,fournear-fieldmicrophoneswereusedin placeof far-field sensors.The

noisereductionachievedat fournear-fielderror sensorsis shownin Figure3.8a,whereasthe

noisereductionateightfar field monitoringmicrophonelocationsis illustratedin Figure3.8b.

In thenext configuration,four cavitymicrophoneswereusedasreferencesensorswith the

same4 x 4 x 4 controllerconfiguration.Althoughsignificantnoisereductionwasachievedat

four cavityerrormicrophones,asshownin Figure3.9a,it did notresultin anynoisereductionat

eightfar-field monitoringmicrophones(seeFigure3.9b).

In aneffort to improvecontrollereffectiveness,thecontrolbandwidthwassetin the

frequencyrangeof 315- 630Hz. Thenoisereductionachievedat four far-field error

microphonesfor thecaseof four accelerometerreferencesensorsis shownin Figure3.10.When

comparedwith Figure3.7a,thenoisereductionachievedatfour error sensorsimproved

considerablydueto areductionin thecontrolbandwidth.

Theselaboratorytestsconductedon adouble-panelsystemdemonstratedthat: (1) smart

foamactuatorscanprovideglobalsoundreductionsof transmittedbroadbandnoise,(2) feed-

forwardcontrolapproachusingrealisticsensors(i.e.,accelerometers)locatedon thebasepanel

canbeusedfor broadbandnoisecontrolfor suchsystems,and (3)controlvoltagesfor smart

foamactuatorsweretypically in therangeof 30- 50V rms.

3.3.2 Fuselage Sidwall Tests

The flat, stiffened panel tests showed that the most effective strategy for broadband noise

reduction through double wall systems is to use a 4 x 4 x 4 controller configuration with

accelerometers mounted on the stiffened panel as error sensors. This approach was used in the

fuselage sidewall tests. The middle two frame bays of the757 sidewall section, shown in Figure

3.3, were used as the test area for active noise control. The outer two frames bays of the sidewall

section were treated with insulation, trim panel and two layers of mass fabric to reduce flanking

sound transmission through these sections.

Eight smart foam cells were placed on four sub-panels. The actuators were wired in pairs,

effectively making 4 control channels out of 8 smart foam actuators. The smart foam tests were
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conductedin severalsteps.First, theeffectivenessof controllerconfigurationandreference

sensorsonnoisereductionwasinvestigatedon thefuselagesidewallwithout thetrim panel.The

controllerperformanceimprovedbyincreasingthenumberof systemID coefficients,numberof

controllercoefficientsandsamplingfrequency.

In the first case,activecontrol testswereconductedon thefuselagesidewallwith the smart

foam actuatorsbut without the trim panel. Three accelerometerson eachof the sub-panels

providedthereferencesignalsfor thecontroller.A markedimprovementin thenoisereductionor

attenuationin the controlbandwidthof 200- 800 Hz wasachievedwith activecontrolover the

error sensors(seeFigure3.11).Peakattenuationsof greaterthan10dB andatotal of 5 dB over

thebarepanelwereachieved.

Thetrim panelwasthenaddedto the sidewall.Thenoisereductionachievedwith 4 x 4 x 4

controlleris shownin Figure3.12. Theuseof four accelerometersasreferencesensorswith four

coupled smart foam actuatorsresulted in about 7 - 10 dB noise reductionover the control

bandwidthof 200-700 Hz (seeFigure3.11). Controlvoltagesweretypically 50 - 90V rms for

thesourcelevelsdescribedpreviously.

Theresultsfor structuralexcitation(e.g.,shakerexcitation)aresummarizedfor comparison

purposesin Figure 3.13. Significant reductionsin the averagedsound pressurelevels were

achievedat control microphones,with a total reductionacrossthe 200to 800 Hz bandwidthof

6dbB. It is againevidentthat the smartfoam/DVA treatmentleadsto significantactive/passive

reductionin broadbandradiatedsoundfrom the757-fuselagepanel.

3.4 CONCLUSIONS

Extensive laboratory tests were conducted on several configurations of active smart foam

actuators attached to a flat stiffened panel and a stiffened fuselage sidewall. The following

conclusions may be drawn based on these tests: (i) significant improvement in noise reduction of

the test panel and the 757 fuselage section were observed for both acoustic and structural

excitations due to active control with smart foam actuators, (ii) accelerometers on source plate

provide very good references for the controller, (iii) the 4 x 4 x 4 controller configuration was

effective for achieving significant reductions at error sensors, (iv) control strategies using far-
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field microphonesas error sensorslead to very good broadbandattenuation,but more error

sensors/actuatorswouldbeneededto controlthesoundpressureovertheentirereceivingroomat

high frequencies,(v) goodattenuationat near-fieldmicrophonesallows someattenuationat far-

field microphones, (vi) strategiesusing error microphonesin cavitiesand accelerometersas

volumevelocity sensorsarenot working well on the far-field attenuationat the presenttime;

furtherinvestigationareneededfor thosecases.
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